COMPLETE RESERVATION SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR
INDEPENDENT HOTEL

Build confidence with your customer, maximize exposure and increase revenue by guiding them through the buyers’ journey for ultimate satisfaction.

Changing the way hotels interact with clients by putting the hotel in control?

BOOKING
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GDS
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DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT…
“The Bolongo Bay Beach Resort has used ReservHotel as our
booking engine for a few years now and are very happy with the
growing results. Guests look for a one stop shop where they can
book packages; including air , trip insurance and amenities and
ReservHotels allows them to do all of this”
Katarina Doumeng
Director of Sales &
Marketing Bolongo Bay Beach
Resort St. Thomas USVI
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BOOKING ENGINE
SMART POWERFUL BOOKING ENGINE LOADED WITH FEATURES
64% of leisure travelers do comparison shopping between OTAs and your site. You’ve done your job in driving
traffic to your website, so don’t waist all that effort; bundle your hotel product with air to keep your clients while
reducing dependency and 3rd party margins
Responsive technology with the latest
design and optimization making the
checkout process pain free.

Dynamic promotional
capability so your packages
are engaging to website
visitors

Geographic and language detection so that
rates by country, currency, and languages are
easily displayed.

Full analytic integration, including Google,
Facebook, and other custom sources to make
reporting a breeze.

AIR + HOTEL
Your customer. Your experience. Don’t leave money on the table
Connecting to the world’s leading airlines to strategically grow ancillary revenue - GLOBALLY

Build worldwide reach with realtime flight availability

Extend your brand by offering a
complete travel experiences

Merchandise ancillary travel items
directly in the flight purchase path

Gain full share of the customer’s
travel spend

COMPETE WITH
THE BIG GUYS
Seamless user experience,
optimized to convert

Best Price Guarantee Tool & Smart
Widget Technology

Sell your own amenities & extras

SAVE TIME WITH QUICK &
EASY SET UP
Ready in as little as 24-hours

Full customization to your unique
brand

Add and edit content anywhere
with easy cloud access
Air + hotel booking engine

FULLY INTEGRATE

USING DATA WISELY

Complete integration with the top property
management systems (PMS)

Full Analytics Integration with Google,
Facebook and custom ecommerce tracking

Lighten the load with payment gateway
integration

Understand and make decision based on
who’s booking

Automated commission payment processing

Analyze results to attract more guests when
you need them

Add on ReservHotel’s Channel Manager and
GDS distribution to further your global reach

With Hotel + Air booking engine, we manage all of the air package related calls, so you don’t have to

REPORTS

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

ALERTS

Real-time reports to measure online
performance

Professional Travel Agents who take
care of all air components

Quality control robot, warning hotel
about available rates, allotment,
depletion, etc.

CHANNEL MANAGER
Real-time online distribution

ONLINE TRAVEL
AGENTS

HOTEL
WEBSITES

METASEARCH

GLOBAL
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SYSTEMS

RMS
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SYSTEMS

WHOLESALERS

GDS DISTRIBUTION
Connecting your properties to thousands of travel agent terminals
worldwide.

YOUR HOTEL
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TRAVEL AGENCY PORTAL
Monitor which Travel Agents are delivering business, and reward them for their loyalty through an
online branded Travel Agency platform

Shift Your Agency Bookings: Branded to
your hotel, this platform providing Travel
Agents with a one stop shop to book, track,
and manage all of their client’s reservations
details
Allows agencies to manage their
direct bookings, inclusive of
flights
Track performance and
commission earned with a full
online reporting dashboard
Run reports on upcoming
and past reservations

Drive Higher Revenue: Get in the driver’s
seat and take charge of your Travel Agent
Bookings

Engage and incentivize agents
with the ability to apply their
rewards towards reservations
Control what each agency
sees and sells

Customize Reports to help you gage
who is producing and who’s not.

CALL CENTER

State of the art Call Center
software integrated to our
Central Reservation

Live chat assistance during
booking process

Create special promotions
available exclusively to Call
Center
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Drive more direct bookings and more profit, effectively saving time and resources.
Single sign-on platform

Multi-users

Transaction based model

Secure online payments (PCI DSS Compliant)

Multilingual support and online knowledge base

100% cloud-based and user-friendly

TAKE A TOUR OF OUR PLATFORM

CALL
CENTER

